With over 550,000 users, Dragon Medical is the top ranked speech recognition solution for healthcare. Discover how this leading conversational AI continues to evolve and meet the changing needs of clinicians and the patients they serve.

**RISE OF SPEECH RECOGNITION**

- **1997**: Dragon NaturallySpeaking makes its debut. The world’s first continuous speech dictation system enables a hands-free workflow.
- **1998**: Dragon Network Edition introduces an enterprise solution. Organizations begin transforming productivity in the workplace, including those in the legal and healthcare industries.
- **2004**: Dragon expands to 12 medical language models. New language models and vocabularies support multiple medical specialties.

**IMPROVED USER EXPERIENCE**

- **2008**: Dragon offers quick and easy voice profiling. Users can set up unique profiles in just minutes as Dragon “learns” their voice.
- **2012**: Dragon Medical Direct launches. Nuance introduces the first cloud-based version (a precursor to Dragon Medical One).
- **2014**: Dragon fully integrates with the EHR. By allowing physicians to document directly into patient records, Dragon saves time and eliminates the need to point and click.

**A MOVE TO THE CLOUD**

- **2014**: PowerMic Mobile sets physicians free. With users no longer tethered to their desks, smartphone microphones turn any workstation into a dictation station.
- **2016**: Cloud-based Dragon Medical One arrives. Dragon Medical One ushers in a new level of freedom with a secure way to document on-the-go — regardless of application, device, or location.

**NEXT-LEVEL WORKFLOW**

- **2019**: Dragon Medical Advisor delivers in-workflow guidance. Physicians can accurately identify and document all relevant conditions at the point of care without interrupting workflows.
- **2020**: Ambient intelligence becomes a reality. Used in conjunction with Dragon Medical One, Dragon Ambient eXperience (DAX) automates documentation for improved efficiency and unprecedented convenience during patient visits.
- **2022**: Nuance Dragon Medical One earns #1 Best in KLAS Award for Speech Recognition in 2021 and 2022.